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CHAPTER  15     SCIENCE,  ART  AND  EMOTION 
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113   W e can be thankful that da V inci, Rembrandt or Beethoven did not have to sign off quality check lists before their works 
could be released to the world.  
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114   Ibid. 
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115   See I n D efense of E litism, by W illiam A . Henry I I I , for a thoughtful discussion  (Doubleday, 1994). 
116   Delta A irlines “Sky” magazine, September 1994, p95 
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117   David Gelernter, The M use in The M achine:  C omputerizing the P oetry of H uman Thought, T he Free Press, New Y ork, 
1994, p. 176. H ighly recommended reading, though a little eccentric in parts. 
118   A ntonio R . Damasio, Descartes’ Error and the F uture of H uman L ife, Scientific A merican, October 1994, p144. T he 
essay was extracted from his recently-published book, Descartes’ Error, Grosset/Putnam, 1994. T he author is head of the 
neurology department at the U niversity of Iowa College of M edicine. 
119   Descartes’ Error, p. 58 
120   In searching through the index of Damasio’s book, I found the fascinating entry: “Decision making. See E motion” 
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CHAPTER  16    INFORMATION-DRIVEN  INNOVATION 

                                                 
121    A lvin and Heidi T offler, C reating a New C ivil ization, T urner Publishing, A tlanta, 1994, p. 35 
122    Colin Cherry, O n H uman C ommunication, W iley, New Y ork, 1957, p. 31. 
123   T hat was the text of the original 1994 revision called I t Starts With Tomorrow . 
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124   E lectronic noise present in computing systems; however, is not an intr insic aspect of their function, largely because data 
values are restored to a standard amplitude and- retimed by the system clock after every operation. T his the chief reason for 
their robustness and (dull) dependability.  
125   It is interesting to note that the scorn poured on ‘old-fashioned’ analog approaches is nowadays confined to the pages of 
the W all-Street J ournal and trade books. T he job market has recently woken up to the fact that experienced analog engineers 
are in very short supply, which ought to have been foreseen. 
126  Well, okay, animals have it too, but we can’t judge just how much they are motivated by the awareness of their knowledge. 
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127    Technology’s True Payoff, by Erik B rynjolfsson, I nformation Week, October 10th, 1994, p34. 
128    In another table in the magazine, the top 100 European companies were listed. Siemens (#4) has an IS budget of $1.9 
billion; Philips (#13) won’t say; Bosch (#28) shows $276M; Telefonica (#86) $495M. It’s important to realize, of course, that 
much of the expenditure on ‘IT’ is not related to supporting the engineering function.  
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129  I  have almost two thousand that I  wrote, up until the early 1990s, stored in a shelf-full of three-inch ring-binders. 
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130   B lack, Ibid., particularly Chapter 7 M olecules and Systems: T rophic I nteractions,  pp. 117-131. 
131   T he issue of pain sensors in an interesting one. W e have them as part of our survival package. W ould we want a damaged 
machine to complain? M any already do, by automatically signaling that they need repair. U nlike us, these repairs can often be 
effected over the network, or even in the vast depths of space. 
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132   See his memoirs P assages from the L ife of a P hilosopher , published by Rutgers U niversity Press, with an introduction 
by M artin Campbell-K elly, 1994, for the background to the invention of the D ifference Engine. 
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133 A t the time of writing (1994), it is A lbert B rashear at M otorola; at Intel, it is Carlene E llis; at T I , it is Bob M cL endon. 
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CHAPTER  17     THE  ELECTRONIC  NOTEBOOK 
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134   I’m assuming throughout an integrated circuit development project of any complexity or scale. 
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CHAPTER 18   ANALOG DEVICES 2020 
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“Do you wish me to listen to Simon?”,

“When would you like me to check back with you on this?”
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“Excuse me, Leslie”.
“Eol’doog informs us that Nicole 

Sanchez cannot be assigned the layout work on TTI:31416, as she will be having her 
first baby just about that time.”

“I’m sorry, Leslie”
“but I can‘t allow that. Without two layout artists identified in the team, we would 
be ill-advised to proceed with 31416. Shall I refer this matter back to Eol’doog?”
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“QMOS-1 chosen, and noted”.
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CHAPTER  19    HOW MUCH OF THAT IS PURE FANTASY?

                                                 
135 For an example of the output of this program, see the paper F eedback Sampling C hannel for Sampling O scil loscopes (full 

reference in footnote 17). T he routine use of M onte Carlo analyses for production circuits is common today. 
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136  Research at MIT’s Media Lab is aimed in this direction, and appears to be making good progress. See for example, Affective 
C omputing by Roz Picard, M IT  Press, 1997, and E mbodied C onversational Agents, Ed. J ustine Castell et al, M IT  Press, 2000. 
T his work focuses on the hitherto neglected fact that facial expressions and gestures are an important of human communication, 
and that we can expect there to be a reciprocal benefit when machines respond in like manner. 
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CHAPTER 20   REASONABLE EXPECTATIONS 

                                                 
137   M any years ago I  gave J ody L apham, our leading process developer, an HP41C calculator equipped with the program 
SU PREM  in ROM , which he used to calculate doping profiles before acquiring a computer. R ecently, he returned that HP41C 
to me.  
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CHAPTER 21   ON BEING A SUCCESSFUL INNOVENTOR

                                                 
138   John Doyle, who sits on Analog’s Board of Directors, pointed out to me that this section may seem like ‘Gilbert’s Rules’ 
for being a good  designer. But I’m not making rules (I greatly dislike them), only suggestions. Rules all too often eclipse 
important underlying principles in their rigid and dogmatic formulations. A rule seems like ‘something to be enforced’ –as 
mindless as a traffic light – with more than a hint of “obedience” implied; whereas a principle is ‘something to be embraced 
and employed’, appealing to both the heart and the intellect. 
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139  Other computer users, such as layout designers and test engineers, also need fast machines, but it is particularly the com-
putationally-intensive aspect of circuit simulation that can delay the development of a new circuit.  
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140  These “computer expectations” are already hilariously out of date, only a few years since originally penned.  
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141   In his book G od and G olem I nc. 
142   If one believes that creativity is merely what happens “when normally disparate frames of reference suddenly merge”, as 
K oestler advocates, then could one would have to say that, in some tiny way, this computer machine is doing a creative act. 
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143    E rich Harth, The C reative L oop; H ow the Brain M akes a M ind, A ddison-W esley, 1993, pp. 171-172.  
144    A s did HA L , in 2001—A Space O dyssey, another vision from the neurally-noisy mind of A rthur C . C larke 
145   G alley Slave, December, 1957 issue of Galaxy magazine. 
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146  Gelernter, Ibid., p. 48. 
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CHAPTER  22   THE  TURNING  POINT 
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CODA 
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And they asked me how I did it, and I gave ‘em the Scripture text, 
You just keep your l ight a-shining, a little in front o’ the next! 
They copied all they could follow, but they couldn’t copy my mind, 
And I left ‘em sweating and stealing, a year and a half behind. 
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THE  MUCH - TOO - LONG B I O  

I  was born in Bournemouth, England, in 1937, two days after the death of the one who 

provided my name, Sir J ames Barrie, the author of Peter Pan;  and three years before my 

town was bombed and my father lost his life. We were already poor;  now we were 

wretched. My drift toward manhood, in the lean years after the war, began, of necessity, 

with rudimentary things. At six or seven, I was making my own ‘aeroplanes’ from thin 
planks of wood, salvaged from packing boxes begged from the local grocer’s shop. One 
plank was the ‘fuselage’, the other, attached at right angles, re-using a couple of rusty nails, 

was the ‘wing’. As far as I could see, there wasn’t any need for a tail assembly.  

By eight – using jam-jars, tin-lids, bottles and straws in lieu of test-tubes, flasks, retorts 

and pipettes (which my mother certainly couldn’t afford to buy for me) and using the 
sparsely-equipped kitchen as my lab – I  was led by Dr. Curiosity to combine, and sometimes 

heat, many (mostly benign) chemicals, just to see what would happen. Asking “What if?” 

became a lifelong habit from that time forward. Such basic reagents as salt, rocks of soda, 

baking-powder and vinegar were “borrowed” from the kitchen shelves. The serious stuff – 

iron filings, beautiful blue crystals of copper sulphate, the fine powder of yellow sulphur, 

purple shards of potassium permanganate – came from the “Chemist Shop”, in little, slightly 
damp cardboard boxes. My mother, bless her heart, did see fit to provide these for me, and 

an occasional bottle of glycerin, dilute HCl, H2SO4 or a violet-tinted alcohol called ‘methylat-

ed sprits’, squandering scarce pennies. Later, I describe some of the decidedly reckless 
experiments carried out in this tiny electricity-deprived kitchen; and others, after that more 

potent ingredient eventually became available.  

Pretty soon, my interest in chemistry morphed into a fascination with mechanics. Using my 

first small Meccano set (a gift from Uncle Fred) I  designed and constructed gadgets of all 

sorts:  cars, bridges, balances, tractors, cranes. I  vividly recall the intense disdain I  felt for 

following a design out of the little brochure of models that was supplied with these green 

and red girders and plates, axles, wheels, and plenty of nuts and bolts. To build something, 

no matter how neat, to somebody else’s plan seemed to me to be an utter waste of time. 

These projects, and many more kitchen experiments – now ‘physics’ rather than ‘chemistry’ 
– supplied a steady stream of insights into the nature of things.  

At some point I  became old enough to earn pocket-money from an evening paper route;  

later, from both a morning and an evening route. But before that, I  continued to badger my 

mother to dig into her almost barren purse;  and with her help, and the windfall gifts de-

scribed later, I  acquired the basic materials to build a working steam engine, pretty much 

from scratch. At age nine, I  began to make numerous models from balsa wood. Sometimes 

I’d design them, and draw a plan before starting. But often, the form of the object appeared 

only after whittling away on the solid chunks of this featherweight wood. In many cases 

each was “whatever it was” after finishing touches were applied. In retrospect, I  think I  was 

pursuing an appreciation of art, as much as engineering. 
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This largely-unconscious yearning for a theme, a focus, was resolved by the time I  was ten. 

My all-consuming passion for anything electrical had to be given voice! This latest shift of 

interest, though, was not merely an Augmentation;  it was an Epiphany. Hour after hour, 

week after week in my “lab”, my Far-Seeing-Place – a tiny, upstairs bedroom scarcely bigger 

than a refrigerator – I  experimented all alone (my brother, eleven years my senior, was 

deep into photography and he only stopped by my lab to take an occasional snapshot). 

Unwittingly, I  began to lay down the foundations of my lifelong career. 

I t started with modest pursuits:  making little DC motors, large hand-wound solenoids, elec-

tromechanical oscillators. I devised an “electric game” that baffled my school-pals (page 15) 

I  made high-voltage generators, a la Tesla – my trusty coils spinning four-inch long fizzling 

filaments of dancing blue plasma. Then on to dull-witted crystal sets, on which I  could re-

ceive but two stations;  but later, more energetic one-valve short-wave receivers. By simply 

asking “What If?” I  discovered selectivity-enhancing ‘regeneration’, and, in its extreme form, 
the periodically-oscillating ‘super-regenerative’ receiver; only later learning that some su-

perstar called Armstrong got there first! I  even mischievously went on the air, with a pitifully 

underpowered and unlicensed transmitter, on 40 metres.  

But without ‘mains electricity’ in the house, these gadgets could only occasionally be 
brought to life by using the 2-V accumulator and 120-V ‘HT battery’ borrowed (“Please! J ust 

for a minute, Mum!”) from the only official wireless set in the house, downstairs – a Murphy 

superhet, provided by a company called Radio Rentals for a small monthly fee. 

With the arrival of power from the street, I  could at last build and operate ‘large’ motors – 

ones whose spindles were hard to stop with the grasping hand - and bigger spark machines 

whose much beefier blue fluid now snarled and hum-growled. My radios soon became full-

coverage superhets of my own design: messy rats’ nests, underside, like the 100kHz to 

30MHz communications receiver shown below, built when I was ten. I’m not proud of the 
ratty wiring, but nonetheless, each was a work of sheer delight, and personal pride;  and 

more importantly, these were days of learning by doing. 

                     Beauty on Top                              Ugly Pragmatism Below-decks 
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But it was in designing my own oscilloscopes and television receivers, starting at eleven, 

and building them using military surplus equipment, that my deep and abiding passion for 

electronics took an unshakable hold on my life. Much later, during 1958-59, while working 

for Mullard Ltd., I  designed and built a pace-setting sampling scope, shown on right in each 

of the pictures below. I t was a direct outcome of my many years of prior scope-building 

experience in my home lab. The an earlier version of the a Tektronix 545 scope shown in the 

colored photograph (I  think it was a 535) was the source of my inspiration. This came large-

ly from three sources:  all the front-panel controls did exactly what they were labeled – 

something no other scope I  had used ever did. The planning of this interface – its ergonom-

ics - were also excellent. Secondly, the ultra-linear fully calibrated display was generated by 

a beautiful, flat-faced CRT, with a very fine spot, in a precise 4-cm by 10-cm field. Thirdly, 

the view inside spoke of pride of workmanship, exceedingly high quality, in short, it was 

beautiful. My immediate impulse was to design a scope that looked and felt like the Tektro-

nix, yet provided a leap forward in bandwidth to 700MHz. I t took months to build. The 535 

was also one of the first scopes to use a variety of plug-ins, and I  followed suit! 

My “for-pay” career began in 1954, straight from high school, as an ‘Assistant, Scientific’ at 
the Signals Development and Research Establishment (Christchurch, England). The labs, 

bristling with antennas, were perched atop white cliffs on the English Channel. I  built and 

tested speech scramblers (some using CRT A/D Converters!) and much else.  

At age 18, I  faced a tribunal as a Conscientious Objector. I t decided that there was no merit 

to my reasoned case, so I  was ordered to serve a jail sentence. (This was very common in 

the fiercely patriotic years after the War). On appeal, I  was directed to work for two years 

as an Orderly in a hospital ward for the chronically sick. The conditions were poor, and the 

things I  had to do were base and unpleasant. Most grotesque was holding the hands of 

young men dying of ugly cancers, talking quietly with them through a dark night, and in the 

sunny morning single-handedly preparing them for the morgue. 
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However, I  fell considerably in love with hospital service and opted to stay two more years. 

Incredible as it must surely seem, that second voluntary period was spent side-by-side with 

surgeons and anesthetists in the two operating rooms, fully scrubbed up, assisting directly 

in every sort of procedure. I  was not qualified, of course, but they were always shorthanded 

and my record for the prior period seemed to have immediately earned their confidence. I  

was often left in charge of a fully-anesthetized patient, watching vital signs, the gas flow 

rates, all the time maintaining breathing, while the anesthetist rushed to a second operating 

room to work on another patient. Before long, I  was even inducing anesthesia, using Pento-

thal, with curare or a synthetic called Flaxedil as a muscle relaxant, although under a 

watchful eye. Of course, this would be a huge cause célèbre today. 

Leaving the hospital with more than a tinge of heartache, I  had hoped to find work in a 

company developing medical electronics, but there was nothing local, and I  felt it necessary 

to stay close to home to care for my widowed mother. So I  worked on several projects for 

the Atomic Energy Research Establishment including the design of triply-redundant PID 

control systems for ZETA (Zero Energy Thermonuclear Assembly) and proposed and built a 

sensitive sodium vapor detector, before moving to the Semiconductor Applications Labs of 

Mullard Ltd. Officially an Applications Engineer at this early transistor company, instead, I  

smuggled time to pioneer advances in the field of sampling oscilloscopes. 

In 1964, I  emigrated to the USA to work at Tektronix, initially on this specialization, then as 

a lead designer for the 7000-series oscilloscopes. To this day I’m amazed that in one year I 
developed 14 ICs (on Tek’s foundry) for the on-screen character generator I  proposed and 

developed, to display the setting of the tiny knobs used in this new generation of scopes. 

For the first time, a kid in his mid-twenties, I  enjoyed the exhilarating experience of actually 
being valued as an Innoventor. I  laid down the foundations of what I  later named 

Translinear Circuits, and the fabrication and evaluation of numerous general concepts in 

analog IC design, as well as the development of super-integrated devices of all kinds. All 

these ideas remain as bright stars in my current constellation of concepts. 

Returning in England in 1970, for what was meant to be a short leave of absence, I  joined 

the Plessey Research Labs as a Group Leader, where I  supervised the development of an 

experimental holographic mass-memory, and managed a team developing a high-accuracy 

optical character recognition (OCR) system for the British Post-Office. (My analog front-end 

sections, immediately after the imaging array used adaptive thresholding principles, which 

today are identified with neural networks, to accurately slice the photo-waveforms). I  also 

designed a variety of data-communications ICs, including modems, mixers, log amps, etc. I  

recall that in order to give a paper at the ISSCC on a monolithic phase-locked-loop for FSK 

decoding, Plessey management balked at funding the trip. So I  paid my own way, and the 

paper won that year’s Outstanding Paper Award. Later, they coughed up! 
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In 1972, still in England, I  was lucky to be contacted by Ray Stata, and for the next five 

years, as a consultant to Analog Devices, I  designed a family of nonlinear IC products, many 

of which have become classics, and still generate substantial revenues - a testament to the 

durability of analog functions. Then in 1979, after two years back at Tektronix, doing giga-

hertzy things, I  was lured back to ADI , as first Fellow. I  have been directing operations at 

the Northwest Labs, ADI’s first remote design center, in Beaverton, Oregon, since then.  

I’ve published in the Journal of Solid State Circuits, Analog Integrated Circuits and Signal 
Processing, Transactions on Circuits and Systems, Electronics Letters, and elsewhere;  con-

tributed to several text-books and co-edited others;  and served on editorial boards and 

program committees. For work on multipliers and on merged logic (the precursor of I 2L), I  

received two IEEE Outstanding Achievement Awards;  and the IEEE Solid-State Circuits 

Council Outstanding Development Award for “Contributions to Nonlinear Signal Processing”. 
I  was voted “Oregon Researcher of the Year” in 1990, and received the IEEE Solid-State 

Circuits Award in 1992. The ISSCC Outstanding Paper Award fell to me five years in succes-

sion, the ESSCIRC Best Paper Award twice. Many of these analog circuit concepts are de-

scribed in ~100 patents issued worldwide. In 1997, I  received an Honorary Doctorate from 

Oregon State University, citing a lifetime dedicated to analog circuit design. I  am also a Life 

Fellow of the IEEE, and a Member of the National Academy of Engineering. 

For recreation, my wife Alicia and I  collect small works of art – including paintings and 

bronze sculptures – and we enjoy music at home, at symphony concerts and the Opera, and 

reading just about everything. I  occasionally write poetry, and compose and arrange music 

in a classical vein, which I  perform either on a virtual orchestra, in a well-equipped synthe-

sizer studio, or the old-fashioned way – by hand – on the grandest of my three wonderful 

pianos. I  greatly enjoy times spent in communion with our feline companions, one of whom, 

a gentle Tokinese called Bisquit, is at this very moment stepping over the keys of this laptop 

– his not-so subtle way of reminding me it’s time to quit for the night. 


